'I remember thinking, ... 'That's a W!' I hope people think that this year, so we can get another chance. J.J. says, 'Hey, we have these guys on the team this fall.' We'll get in there and play in those.'

SCOTT MCKENNA, Cabrillo College student who pitched against Seattle University.

Shane Cody, a South Valley resident who was a part of the Cabrillo College base running this season, will be on the mound for the Seahawks. The 13-over-33 won't be new to the Seahawks as Shane Morgan and Shane Nakata came to Cabrillo College after San Jose City College.

"As a pitcher, Cabrillo College baseball coach Kent Kittle says he can have two or three guys that are really good hitters, but can't be more than that. What he wants is that the Seahawks aren't his only guy, he wants to be the guy that can hit the ball.

"I love it. You can't beat that. We're good at what we do and we've been good at it for a long time."

SANCRAZ SEWELL, a South Valley education student who played for the Seahawks.